All and Every Exercise
I’ve got every David Bowie album
I’ve got all David Bowie’s albums
I’ve got all the albums by David Bowie

A Fill the gaps with all and every.
1 We ........................ have our own ideas about the answers to the big questions of life.
2 There’s a train ........................ quarter of an hour.
3 The walls in my house are ........................ white.
4 Is there anything good about it at ........................
5 ........................ day long the geese flew overhead.
6 ........................ dog has its day, as they say.
7 Hundreds of visitors come to Valencia ........................ day.
8 The British tourists sat outside an Irish pub drinking ........................ day long.
9 After ........................ there are many trendy teachers who hold progressive views.
10 She goes crazy ........................ time he sees a white tracksuit.
11 We're not ........................ fastfood lovers.
12 A few hundred enthusiasts were ........................ that was needed to start a campaign.
13 I bet ........................ these emails are for you.
14 A plane goes over ........................ 10 minutes or so.
15 At last you can go the swimming pool ........................ day.
16 He goes on about cars ........................ the time, man.
17 You can find ........................ sorts of people in the trekking club.
18 He’s broken ........................ rule in the book.
19 The corrupt politician was acquitted on ........................ counts.

B Now write some examples of your own.
1 ............................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................
3 ............................................................................................................
4 ............................................................................................................
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Answers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

We all have our own ideas about the answers to the big questions of life.
There’s a train every quarter of an hour.
The walls in my house are all white.
Is there anything good about it at all?
All day long the geese flew overhead.
Every dog has its day, as they say.
Hundreds of visitors come to Valencia every day.
The British tourists sat outside an Irish pub drinking all day long.
After all, there are many trendy teachers who hold progressive views.
She goes crazy every time he sees a white tracksuit.
We're not all fastfood lovers.
A few hundred enthusiasts were all that was needed to start a campaign.
I bet all these emails are for you.
A plane goes over every 10 minutes or so.
At last you can go the swimming pool every day.
He goes on about cars all the time, man.
You can find all sorts of people in the trekking club.
He’s broken every rule in the book.
The corrupt politician was acquitted on all counts.
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